ABSTRACT Here, we present a biologically inspired visual network (BIVnet) for image processing tasks. The proposed model possesses similarities with its neural counterpart and is trained by a stochastic algorithm which employs a partially observable Markov decision process to execute a reinforcement learning strategy. The network was tested on a collection of available datasets in surveillance-related tasks and showed superior performance compared with the state-of-the-art architectures. An average improvement of 15.2% in accuracy on a collection of publicly available image datasets is shown in our experimental results.
I. INTRODUCTION
In an era where an average internet user generates around 1.5 gigabytes of data per day, methods for effective data mining, such as those involving machine learning, become critical. With the tremendous increase in computational power provided by the development of GPUs and other distributed architectures, deep learning has attained considerable success in a variety of computer vision tasks, including but not limited to facial recognition, object identification and scene understanding. One field that has benefited tremendously from the evolution of deep learning algorithms is security applications. With convolutional neural networks exceeding human performance levels [1] in the ImageNet LSVRC 2010 context, various sets of convolutional architectures are now ready-made for use in image-related machine learning tasks. Such models have been widely and successfully employed for tasks such as facial detection [2] , [3] , person re-identification [4] - [6] , abandoned luggage detection in airports and public settings [7] , [8] , and criminal event classification [9] - [11] .
While cameras are widely installed in areas ranging from commercial shops to airports and streets, the sense of security among the general populace remains low due to increasing
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zijian Zhang. threats from malicious individuals or groups and the lack of constant monitoring of these cameras. While ensuring around the clock surveillance staff may be expensive and impractical, implementing intelligent systems that utilize deep learning and are capable of detecting security breaches and/or recognizing suspects is an efficient and desirable solution.
While computationally demanding, the burden of training such models is alleviated by the use of distributed platforms -a phase which generally occurs offline -and performing the testing phase online provided sufficient resources are available for storage and processing. However, despite the considerable performance that pre-trained models can achieve, a fine tuning stage is often required to adapt the model to the particularity of the dataset. Another challenge is posed by the generally low resolution of surveillance images, in addition to the fast response time generally required when responding to security threats. In the face of these vexing tasks, more solutions are needed to meet the taxing requirements of today's security threats.
In this paper, we present BIVnet (Biologically Inspired Visual network), a visual processing deep network inspired by the human visual system which encompasses the eye, the lateral geniculate nucleus and the primary visual cortex. We also present a stochastic reinforcement learning algorithm based on spike-timing-dependent plasticity. Our network was tested on three security-related tasks: person re-identification, abandoned luggage detection and event classification. Experimental results indicate that the performance of BIVnet is superior to convolutional neural network architectures with a competitive complexity and reduced memory requirements. The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows: Section II describes the visual processing system in the brain as well as computational models of the human visual cortex. Section III presents the proposed network's structure and the learning algorithm. Section IV summarizes our experimental results and Section V concludes this paper.
II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Because our model has its roots in the biological visual processing system, we begin by describing the various structures in the brain involved in processing visual tasks, starting with the eye, retina and lateral geniculate nucleus up to the primary visual cortex [12] .
A. THE VISUAL SYSTEM IN THE BRAIN
Anatomically, the eye is a three-layered structure comprising a lens. The innermost layer is the first neural-based module inside which the retina is suspended [13] . (The outer layer is an extension of the dura matter and the middle layer serves as a medium for blood nerves.) The retina is an association of neurons arranged in five alternating layers of synapses and interneurons. At a functional level, the retinal process extracts elementary features, such as boundaries, lines and basic shapes, from the visual input. Rather than levels of intensities, retinal neurons respond to patterns of lights rendering the structure an inherent feature extraction stage [14] . The optic nerves conduct information to the lateral geniculate nuclei (LGN) crossing at the optic chiasm. Each LGN is composed of a six-layered structure receiving projections from the retina in a retinotopic matter. As a result, any location in the visual field is mapped to a column of neurons projecting throughout the six layers of the nucleus. The nucleus is not fully connected: layers 1, 4 and 6 receive projections from the contralateral eye (the opposite hemisphere), while layers 2, 3, and 5 connect from the ipsilateral eye (the same hemisphere). The primary visual cortex receives connections from the LGN and projects processed visual information to higher order cortical areas. The extracted information includes orientation, color depth and motion. The primary visual cortex is characterized by a columnar organization in which cortical columns constitute the elementary computing unit. Increasingly complex information is extracted from input data to achieve robust invariant representations of visual information [15] . Figure 1 shows an illustration of the visual system in the brain starting from the eye to the primary visual cortex.
B. COMPUTATIONAL MODELS OF THE VISUAL CORTEX
Research focused on developing computational models of the visual cortex -as well as artificial structures inspired by the neural substrate -has spanned a wide range of applications such as action recognition [16] , facial processing [17] , motion perception [18] , and early visual processing [19] . Some literature describing models that mimic the behavior of the visual cortex from its elementary structure to its large scale functionality exists. However, the neocognitron, convolutional neural network (CNN) and cortical algorithm (CA) models are the most prominent and closely related to our proposed model.
Proposed by Fukushima, the neocognitron [20] is one of the earliest computational models of the visual processing system. It consists of alternating layers of analog ''S cells'' and ''C cells'' in decreasing density. Inputs to these cells are firing at rates similar to those of biological neurons. S cells are of the inhibitory type while C cells receive projections for groups of S cells and are active when at least one of the input S cells is active. S-cells to C-cells connections are static while afferent connections to S cells are modular and iteratively learned throughout the training process. Early stages of the network act as a feature-extracting stage and learn in an unsupervised manner while higher stages perform complex tasks resulting from a supervised learning scheme. The network is characterized by an invariance to shift, rotation and scale. Unsupervised learning is achieved by strengthening a variable connection if the postsynaptic cell has the highest response in a predefined neighborhood and the presynaptic cell is active. Repeated exposure to patterns enables the network to extract discriminative aspects of categories without the need for feedback.
CNN are a very popular and powerful class of deep neural networks composed of a stack of convolutional and pooling layers [21] . The former performs a set of filtering processes to extract features from input images while the latter acts as a subsampling stage aimed at mapping regions of the visual field to subgroups of neurons. A classification stage, which is often a shallow architecture such as a multilayer perceptron (MLP), follows these stages of feature extraction. Characterized by a relatively low memory footprint, CNN have witnessed tremendous success in image classification [1] , localization and detection [22] , speech recognition [23] and a wide range of visual processing tasks [24] .
CA are computational models inspired by the cortical organization of the primary visual cortex. These networks comprise a six-layered structure where the elementary computational unit is the mini-column, an association of neurons sharing sensory input [25] - [27] . Connections in this network are of the horizontal and vertical types. The former connects columns within the same layer, providing an inhibitory link between neighboring columns rather than an information propagation medium while the latter connects consecutive layers. Training these networks occurs in two stages: an unsupervised stage which trains columns to respond to particular features of the input data, and a supervised phase to correct misrepresentations and create robust abstractions of the input data. A full mathematical description of CA can be found in [28] , [29] .
III. BIVNET MODEL A. STRUCTURE
BIVnet is organized similarly to the visual processing system of the human brain. It starts with a 5-layer retinotopic structure mimicking the retina, projecting into a 6-layered network with similar structure to that of the LGN, and is followed by a 6-layered columnar-organized network with similar properties to the primary visual cortex. Our model exhibits several major differences from artificial neural networks. First, while traditional artificial neural networks employ the classical summation-activation-function model that generates a numerical output representing the combined input to the neuron, our model employs a more biologically plausible model characterized by an all or none response in which the magnitude is fixed while the pattern of firing encodes different input strengths. Unlike existing neural network models where excitation and inhibition alter the weight of a connection based on the response of the cell to an input, we adopt a more biologically plausible approach by hard-coding these processes in synapses mimicking the roles of gamma-Aminobutyric acid (GABA) and N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors defining the type of synapses in the neural substrate. While deep neural networks employ variants of gradient-descent (or error propagation) algorithms to learn the network's weights, we adopt a temporal-based Hebbian learning rule, which is primarily a spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) weight update rule that asymmetrically updates the weight of a synaptic connection according to the timing of the spike in the pre-or postsynaptic cell.
In addition, our model possesses some properties in common with those described in section II: (1) a retinotopic pattern as observed in CNNs, (2) excitatory and inhibitory synapses aligned with S and C cells of the neocognitron, and (3) a columnar organization as proposed in CA. Figure 2 is an illustration of the CNN, the neocognitron and BIVNet structures. Furthermore, Figure 3 shows the connections of the BIVnet retinal network with the retinotropic organization where columns throughout the network are mapped to areas of the visual field. This structure is also maintained in the LGN networks. 
B. LEARNING ALGORITHM
Learning is the process through which neurons' synaptic weights are adjusted based on presented episodes; it allows the neural substrate to create and consolidate memory traces [30] . The neural basis of this phenomena can be attributed to the contributions of two procedures called potentiation and depression (also commonly denoted as strengthening and inhibiting, respectively), which result in opposing changes to the synaptic strength.
Mathematically, adaptation of synaptic strength has been successfully modeled via Hebbian models which explain both the activity-dependent learning and the competition mechanism that often drives small associations of neurons. These models facilitate connectivity between co-firing cells while decreasing that of non-simultaneously activated neurons [31] . In the time domain, Hebb's rule, which is also known as STDP, states that potentiation occurs when a pre-synaptic activity antecedes the firing of the post-synaptic cell in an excitatory synapse. Depression occurs when the opposite is true [32] .
While accurate when describing the behavior of small populations of neurons, when characterizing larger associations' activity performing higher order functions such as working memory, human behavior involves a much more complex process in which reward and punishment play a crucial role. Growing evidence has shown that this reinforcement learning (RL) theory has been successfully employed to model dopamine-based reward learning in the brain [33] , as well as interactions between neural associations such as the prefrontal cortex and the basal ganglia [34] - [36] plus the neural basis for a variety of neurological disorders [37] , [38] . In this work, we propose a modification to the STDP framework which acts as a reinforcement learning strategy. (1)
where t is the time step, α is the learning rate parameter, τ is a trace depicting changes accumulated in η, and p t i (a i ) denotes the probability of agent i choosing an action a i at time t. In the case of our network, each neuron is modeled as an independent agent which, at each time step i, fires with a probability ρ. Hence takes an action a i = 1 with a probability ρ t i or an action a i = 0 with a probability 1 − ρ t i . The neuron connects to a post-synaptic cell through a connection of synaptic strength x ij , which is defined as positive for excitatory synapses and negative for inhibitory synapses. Hence,
Equations (1), (2) and (4) define a reinforcement learning strategy based on a stochastic binary cell assumption. A neuron updates a connection weight as a linear function of the trace of the activity of this connection and the reward signal received. However, the elementary computing unit we adopted borrows the concept of strength encoding from the anatomy of the brain: stimulus strength is reflected at the neuronal output by the firing rate observed. In other words, a ''strong input'' leads to a higher frequency of spikes at the output of the neuron.
Mathematically, a neuron's output is described as
where t h i is the time of the last activity of the neuron belonging to the history of firing T, δ i represents the refractory period due to the last firing and t h j represents the history of the activity of the pre-synaptic cell antecedent to t. x ij θ ij (t−t h i , t−t h j ) is the response of the post-synaptic neuron to the firing of the j th pre-synaptic neuron at time t h j . In other words, a post-synaptic cell responds to the temporal summation of the firing of the collection of pre-synaptic neurons connected to it, taking into account a refractory period. From equation (5) we obtain
A variation of a neuron's output is therefore a function of change in activity of the neuron itself and that of the collection of pre-synaptic neurons connected to it. Assuming a neuron fires with a probability ρ t i = f i (y t i − where is the firing threshold and f i is a probability density function, equation (4) can be written as
Equation (7) describes the activity a connection x ij undergoes as a function of the probability of a neuron firing and the temporal summation of the activity of pre-synaptic cells. In other words, the neurological basis of the reinforcement learning strategy presented here is encoded within the STDP as defined in equation (7). Let us now consider the case where the firing rate of both pre-and post-synaptic cells are altered by a change in synaptic strength x ij . The algorithm is applied to an agent formed by the post-synaptic cell i and all pre-synaptic cells j connected to it. Thus,
We defined the change in synaptic weight observed by a connection as a reinforcement learning problem governed by the firing rates of pre-and post-synaptic cells, which act as reinforcement learning agents whose action is described by neuronal activity. The probability of both pre-and post-synaptic neurons firing simultaneously in a short interval t is negligible; therefore, we did not consider the case of a i = a j = 1. By analogy, we obtain Therefore, a connection weight is changed following the occurrence of an activity η ij , which is defined as a function of the series of spikes generated by both pre-and post-synaptic neurons. In other words, a connection conveying information from node i to node j is subject to change in the case of either neuron i or neuron j generating spikes. The case of both neurons firing simultaneously was not considered as the probability of such an event occurring is very low. If α and γ are chosen as larger than the decay time β of τ , taking the limit of t to zero, we obtain the following of equations to define the update rule under the STDP-based reinforcement learning strategy:
where i is the i th neuron activity (i.e., the series of spikes produced by that neuron). Equations (10), (11) and (12) define an STDP stochastic reinforcement learning strategy that alters the network's connections based on neuronal activity in a manner that mimics the biological properties of neurons.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
In this section, we test our network's ability to perform three security-related tasks: person identification, abandoned luggage detection and classification of criminal behavior using the datasets summarized in Table 2 . The video frames were extracted and preprocessed into images to use for the classification tasks. The proposed network was compared against Fukushima's neogcognitron and four CNN architectures pretrained on Imagenet: VGG16, resnet, mobilenet, and inception. Table 3 summarizes the performance of the tested architectures in training and testing stages measured as accuracy and time, as well as relative improvement compared to BIVnet in percent (denoted Imp.). A positive number indicates superior performance compared to BIVnet while a negative number indicates degradation in performance compared to BIVnet. Figure 4 shows the average number of non-zero weights required to store the trained network (using a sparse representation) averaged across datasets. All results are based on a 4fold cross-validation scheme. As shown in Table 3 , our proposed algorithm outperformed five CNN architectures when used to examine the Film Face and PETA datasets and is competitive with the best state of the art architecture when used to assess the i-LIDS dataset for identification tasks. Regarding luggage detection tasks, BIVnet improved the state of the art accuracy achieved by inception by 2.4% with a slight increase in training time. Compared to VGG16, BIVnet improved accuracy by 8.8% for approximately 2.5× less training time. An improvement in accuracy ranging between 1.2% and 37.7% for the Film Face dataset is noted. The processing of other datasets increased in performance by an average of approximately 15.2% (averaged across datasets and architectures). Additionally, our network exhibited a considerable reduction VOLUME 7, 2019 in storage requirements as illustrated by the number of parameters with the exception of mobilenet, which is a network designed for low power mobile devices, and neocognitron, which exhibited considerably inferior performance compared to CNN and BIVnet. While the complexity of BIVnet may present a challenge in limited-resource environments (an average increase in training time of approximately 2×, 41×, 13×, and 3.5× compared with resnet, mobilenet, inception and neocognitron, respectively), it must be noted that training occurs offline, thereby reducing the online burden to the prediction stage which involves propagating an input through the network. Given the much higher sparsity of our network (as illustrated by the reduced number of non-zero weights), storage and prediction both benefit from reduced complexity. Thus, given its reduced numbers of model parameters, BIVnet is sufficiently fast for predictions of novel instances. For example, BIVnet can be deployed in Internet of Thingstype infrastructures where online computational resources are limited but real-time decision-making is a requirement.
Resnet's ability to achieve compelling performance when stacking multiple layers renders it competitive compared to BIVnet. The existing short connections in resnet reduces its training time compared to architectures of equal depth. However, the competitiveness of resnet compared to BIVnet cannot be generalized to all datasets as BIVnet achieves an improvement of 21.5% on i-LIDS. Although mobilenet's training time is considerably less than other architectures, especially BIVnet, its inferior performance is a major drawback. The variation in training time compared to BIVnet is due to a combination of database characteristics and architecture specifications, as well as the training algorithm parameters optimized per dataset. The considerable increase in training time for BIVnet compared to CNN architectures is a byproduct of several factors, including the number of instances, image resolution and task to be executed. The learning algorithm parameters also play a major role in training time; various optimal values are obtained for different datasets, thereby potentially affecting the training time differently. Table 4 shows the effect of varying the firing threshold parameter on the performance of the proposed network by comparing the accuracy, training time, and number of parameters obtained for values of the firing threshold ranging from 0.1 to 1. As shown in Table 4 , the optimal value of is approximately 0.4. The small firing threshold increases the number of parameters needed (more active connections) and thus, increases the training time required with a noticeable decrease in performance. A large firing threshold reduces the network's sparsity (neurons are less prone to firing, thus decreasing the competition between neurons) while degrading both the performance and training time.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an image processing deep network called BIVnet that was inspired by the brain's visual system. A stochastic plasticity-dependent reinforcement learning algorithm is proposed to learn the weights between connections. The network was tested on three surveillance tasks, namely person identification, abandoned luggage detection and crime classification. Superior performance is demonstrated experimentally compared to state of the art models in addition to a marginal reduction in storage requirements at the expense of a moderate increase in training time, which can be performed offline.
